Covid-19 Information:

Some policies in the 2020-21 Handbook have been modified, added or suspended due to the Covid-19 pandemic. These changes are highlighted throughout. Additional changes to the Handbook are possible as the pandemic improves or worsens. Keep checking for updates.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST SKI ASSOCIATION
A DIVISION OF
U.S. SKI & SNOWBOARD
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PACIFIC NORTHWEST SKI ASSOCIATION
1329 SECTION AVE. QUINCY, WA 98848
TELEPHONE: 509.445.4454    FAX: 866.542.8664
EMAIL: pnsa@pnsa.org    WEBSITE: HTTP://WWW.PNSA.ORG
PNSA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: CLAUDIA YAMAMOTO
DIRECTOR OF ALPINE: DAN HENRY danssra@gmail.com 425.232.5482
ACC CHAIR: JUSTIN RACKLEY jracleymac.com 503-318-9696
NCC CHAIR: ZACH HILL coachzachhill@gmail.com 907-444-4930

U.S. SKI & SNOWBOARD
1 VICTORY LANE / P.O. BOX 100 - PARK CITY, UT - 84060-0100
TELEPHONE: 435.649.9090    FAX: 435.649.3613
MEMBER SERVICES: 435.647.2666
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES EMAIL: MEMBERSHIP@USSKIANDSNOWBOARD.ORG
WEBSITE: HTTP://USSKIANDSNOWBOARD.ORG

ALPINE - WESTERN REGION
TELEPHONE: 435.647.2035    FAX: 435.649.3613
EMAIL: BILL GUNESCH bill.gunesch@usskiandsnowboard.org
ANGIE BROWN angie.brown@usskiandsnowboard.org
HTTPS://USSKIANDSNOWBOARD.ORG/SPORT-PROGRAMS/REGIONS-DIVISIONS/WESTERN-ALPINE-REGION

CROSS COUNTRY – U.S. SKI & SNOWBOARD
ROBERT LAZZARONI - NORDIC DOMESTIC DIRECTOR
TELEPHONE: 435.647.2063    FAX: 435.901.3469
EMAIL: ROBERT.LAZZARONI@USSKIANDSNOWBOARD.ORG

FREESTYLE/FREEESKIING – U.S. SKI & SNOWBOARD
TODD SCHIRMAN – FREESTYLE PROGRAM DIRECTOR todd.schirman@usskiandsnowboard.org
KATIE FIEGUTH – FREETSKING PROGRAM MANAGER katie.fieguth@usskiandsnowboard.org
TELEPHONE: 435.647.2080    FAX: 435.940.2808